Elãndan® II...
The Elegant Motor Home.

It’s a beachfront property, a mountain retreat. An elegant townhouse, a fine home in the country. Winnebago’s Elãndan® II is your luxury condominium with more than one place to live.

For exclusive motor home living or as a comfortable extension of the home you leave behind, Elãndan II offers a superb combination of luxury and value.

In design. In concept. And function. With the additional elegance of enduring motor home styling.

A striking interior. Rich appointment. Top quality domestic systems. Heating, air conditioning, water, LPG, electric and waste systems are well provided for.

Elãndan II is comfort and convenience far above the utilitarian. Not just a range and oven, but a microwave oven too. Not one automotive heater, but another in the rear. Under your feet: thick plush wall-to-wall carpeting. Over your head: acoustic pile ceiling to help cushion any unwanted sound. And, along the aisles, courtesy lights for convenience as well as an extra touch of class.

Elãndan II is a cultivated motor home. In appearance, size, and performance. Come aboard. Look around inside. This is Winnebago Industries’ finest motor home.
Designed for An Elegant Lifestyle.
Exceptional interiors display sophisticated comfort.

Elándan II is “state of the art” in motor home design. Plush fabrics coordinated in three decor groupings, dinette tables that reverse for games as shown on this page, all-electric refrigerators, smartly accented medicine cabinets, roll-out kitchen pantries to put provisions within easy reach, Motor Aid water heaters to heat water as you drive, loads of counter space and a cover for the sink.

Note the rich and harmonious blend of quality appointments, the subtle elegance, the sensible floorplans, the roominess. Notice also the attention to detail and the thoughtful little touches like building in a spice or condiment compartment exactly where you need it.

Exceptional touches are everywhere. No detail was too small to consider. We’ve made every effort to make Elándan II a luxurious haven for your leisure living.
Interiors

The interior is one of the first things you'll want to consider when you visit our luxury motor home. Elándan II offers several innovative arrangements featured on these pages.

Each is tailored to a unique lifestyle. Each is tailored to provide pleasing motor home living. You'll play better, ride better, and sleep better too.

You'll also want to consider interior and exterior storage room during your inspection tour. Elándan II offers spacious overhead cabinetry, a generous complement of drawers, and roomy wardrobes incorporating extra shelf storage.

We believe you'll want to keep Elándan II for a long time, so you'll find the same durable, easy-care materials and quality appliances just like you would in a fine, modern home. In your choice of Green, Beige or Rust decor groupings.

Beige interior shown.

D29D
**D27D**
Length: 27’ / Width: 7’7½”
Exterior height: 10’6”
Interior height: 6’5½”
Gross Vehicle Weight Rating: 14,500 lbs.
Wheelbase: 178”
Fuel tank capacity: 45 gal. main tank, 27 gal. auxiliary tank / Dual holding tank capacity: 37 gal. main, 31 gal. auxiliary / Fresh water tank capacity: 57 gal. / Sleeping capacity: 5 standard.

**D27DRK**
Length: 27’ / Width: 7’7½”
Exterior height: 10’6”
Interior height: 6’5½”
Gross Vehicle Weight Rating: 14,500 lbs.
Wheelbase: 178”
A host of important features travels with Elándan II.

- Winnegabo's Thermo-Steel® construction exceeds the Urban Mass Transit Administration's proposed crash worthiness specifications for transit buses
- Automatic door lock with deadbolt safety latch
- Tinted windows
- LPG leak detector system and automatic LPG shut-off
- Pull-out battery tray
- Spare tire and wheel with carrier and cover
- Automotive air conditioning
- Cruise control
- Fresh air automotive heater
- AM/FM radio, stereo, tape and clock
- Microwave oven
- Roll-out pantry
- Blender and ice crusher (D29)
- Depending on model, your choice of Presto lounge bed, glide-out lounge bed, or sprung twin beds
- Front pull down bunk all models
- Sprung dinette seating
- Changeover lighting system with converter and charger
- Permanent mount LPG storage system
- Roof air conditioning
- Forced air (ducted) furnace
- Rear Automotive heater
- Weather Center gauges
- Front windshield privacy curtain
- Outside trunk with lock, convenient side compartments
- Automatic electric retractable entrance step
- Luggage rack and ladder
- Television antenna
- Vacuum cleaner
- Rear window washer and wiper

This is a partial listing only of the many standard equipment features. While visiting Elándan II, ask your Winnebago dealer for the complete list as well as available optional equipment. Elándan II can be tailored to your desired degree of luxury and comfort.
A great motor home deserves a great send-off.

Over and above the special testing that accompanies every Elándan II down the assembly line, another important examination takes place before this luxury motor home is ready for you. In a quarter of a million dollar test facility designed solely for this purpose, Elándan II must pass a series of rigorous checkpoints designed to detect the slightest imperfection. Critical Winnebago eyes at each station are trained and charged with the responsibility of catching and correcting the slightest little flaw.

In the dynamometer area, Elándan II first takes to the road in a simulated 50-mile road test. Here all automotive aspects are examined as well as domestic system performance. The units then go to other stations where tires are balanced, front ends aligned, striping and decals applied, units are washed and cleaned thoroughly, and water and LPG systems are checked and checked again. And as each Elándan II leaves the plant for its dealer destination, testing continues in the hands of specially trained drivers who carry another list of items to examine enroute to your consideration.

From the test center to the dealership to you, nothing is overlooked to assure miles and miles of trouble-free operation. A luxury motor home deserves this thoroughness ... and so do you.

Winnebago Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 152
Forest City, Iowa 50436

Winnebago's continuing program of product improvement makes specification, equipment, model availability and prices subject to change without notice. Some items shown may be extra cost options.
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